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Cardigan mountain state park trail map

If you have skied, chances are you are very familiar with the work of a particular artist. And no, this artist isn't behind that tasteless art you always see in ski huts. Since 1988, James Niehues has hand-painted 255 trail maps for 175 ski mountains around the world. His work is instantly recognizable-the watercolor paintings
beautifully illustrate each run, with small snowy trees around them. A grand, pastoral view of the neighbors of the mountain tops out of every beautiful landscape painting. Now, all his work will be available in a Kickstarter-funded eponymous coffee table book called The Man Behind the Map. [Photo: Lindsay Pierce Martin]
You might think that making a ski map is as easy as merging some aerial shots of a mountain. But it's a much more complicated process, a 72-year-old Niehues has perfected by painting between one and two dozen mountains each year for the past 30 years after he inherited the job from the previous master ski
cartographer, Bill Brown. After all, no ski resort actually looks the way it does in a trail map. To fit all the runs on a page-even runs on the back of a mountain-Niehues has to subtly tweak the perspective of the map. It is a feature of a good information design, similar to subway maps: The designers opt for clarity on
geographic accuracy. Getting the runs ahead and walking down page, as you would ski, is very difficult, says Niehues. I have to rearrange a lot of different things [to get it into one view. [Photo: Lindsay Pierce Martin] Niehues's trial begins in mid-air. To capture all the corners of a mountain, Niehues takes a small plane
and photographs the mountain, which starts thousands of meters above the summit and then slowly circles down. (He's only been caught once in a severe snowstorm when he had to use a credit card to chip all the frost every two or three shots of the windows.) The aerial photographs form the basis for his work,
although he will sometimes refer to Google Earth, even though he says it is not accurate enough to capture the topography, to gain a sense of perspective. Surprisingly, making the map doesn't require him to ski the mountain–in fact, when he started in his career, he didn't ski at all. Even today he says he rarely skis the
mountains he paints (although he says he's an intermediate skier now). Once he has the materials together, an initial sketch takes about two days. Then he sends the sketch to his client, usually a ski resort, for feedback. Finally, the painting begins. A large mountain-like Breckenridge Resort in Colorado, which has five
peaks, 187 trails, and 34 lifts-usually takes him three After all, Niehues paints each tree separately. [Photo: Lindsay Pierce Martin] Many of Niehues's original cards are still in use, even if they year old, including one of his first maps, from Winter Park Resort in Colorado. When ski mountains add new trails, sometimes they
will have someone on staff tweak Niehues's original map (usually, it's fine with him, but sometimes so many bad changes are made that Niehues asks the resort to take his name off the map). But when there are large-scale changes, such as adding a back to the mountain, Niehues sometimes comes back to make
another map. Over the course of his career, he has done a total of five different cards just for Heavenly, a resort in Lake Tahoe, California.When I asked if there was any kind of science behind his trial, Niehues exclaimed: Absolutely there is no science! You'd think you could have a formula, especially with today's
computers. But each piece has to be manipulated differently to align and be relative, so when you ski it, you feel that the card is correct. That's the trick. [Photo: Lindsay Pierce Martin] Niehues does have some competition from ski card makers who draw mountains on computers with programs like Illustrator or via 3D
rendering. Some of these cards have replaced their own cards. It is not surprising that he finds the work of these artists contemptuous because they lack nuance. While you see the individual branches on the trees of many of Niehues' maps, computer-sprenated trees look like uniform triangles, he says. The card maker is
ready to retire for a few years, but he keeps getting calls from the mountains, like Mt. Bachelor in Oregon, which he's long wanted to sign (he's working on Mt. Bachelor now). However, he now trains a protégé, who (to niehues' horror) originally drew ski maps on computers. But in the end, he asked Niehues to teach him
the art the old-fashioned way. And now, through Niehues's coffee-table book, the hand-painted method gets more attention as Niehues gets recognition in the mainstream. At a time when everyone has a GPS in their pocket, these maps are no longer so necessary to make ends meet on the mountain. But for ski resorts,
the trail map image remains their most powerful branding tool, one that can capture the natural splendor of their mountain. They use these images everywhere. They're on route maps, they're on the internet, they're on the mountain, says Niehues. That's a lasting impression. Pre-order your James Niehues: The Man
Behind the Map here. Justin Paget/Getty ImagesBicycling is as popular as ever, with sales of two-wheelers skyrocketing - many retailers have bikes on reorder. Whether you bought a bike well before the pandemic or bought a bike before they sold out - or maybe you just dream about outdoor cycling adventures - there
are plenty to saddle up and ride in your home state. (No bike yet? Find out how to bike for you.) To limit the best bike lanes across the country, we spoke to experts in the bike industry and those on local tourist boards, plus scouted reviews on sites like TrailLink and AllTrails. Here, top miles to pull on your bike and what
to expect on the route as you run along. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoThis organized ride covers up to 126 miles, with steep climbs and drastic descents along the way. So get ready for an exciting trek- one that's not necessarily for the inexperienced or those looking for an easy, casual ride. The trip is worth it, though,
because according to the Alabama Tourism Board, you get some of the most scenic views in the state-it can be a challenge to keep your eyes on the road as you pedal through Cheaha State Park. New to cycling? Check out the Chief Ladiga Trail, a shorter trip within the Cheaha Challenge Route, but still 33 miles. The
flat rail trail will kick you under pine and dogwood trees, past deer, fox, and other wildlife, and whizz through mountain and rural views. Better yet: There are plenty of rest stops along the way to refuel and refuel for as long as you need. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoOver 45 minutes south of Anchorage you will find
Alyeska Resort, which boasts the only downhill bike park, complete with two lifts for access to the top, in the state. You have 10 trail options for how to make your descent, which can stretch to 1700 meters. The most popular route in the park, according to the Alaska Travel Industry, is Tanaka Grass Lands, a middle
ground that offers breathtaking views of mountains, glaciers and waters. After cycling, treat yourself to spa treatments and dinner at the resort. If you're looking for a camp experience, check out these summer adult camps. through tripadvisor.comMore InfoLocated in Scottsdale, this trail system at the McDowell Sonoran
Conservancy offers countless route options, whether you're a new biker looking for smooth single tracks and shorter rides, or if you want to have more experience and play on rocky, more technical terrain or make longer miles. It's a favorite of pro road racer Lindsay Goldman, who suggests planning your route in
advance and bringing lots of water- given the trails curve around the desert, you'll want a lot of H2O on hand. Find out how Arizona and the other 49 states got their names. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoSpan about 36 miles from Bentonville to Fayetteville in Northwest Arkansas, the Razorback Regional Greenway is a
paved road that allows for roadside stops. Grab a drink or a bite to eat before heading out from Bentonville, with options to pause in parks and near lakes while traveling in two-wheelers. Giani an ambassador for Chamois Butt'r, a skin lubricant for cyclists, says to keep an eye out for mural mural and a few pub stops, too.
Discover the most beautiful lakes in America for swimming. More InfoRide the paved road that circles the Los Angeles park, Griffith Park Drive, and at the top of a small climb, (what locals call Trash Trucks) you'll find a bright yellow gate leading to a paved road that's closed to cars. Jenn Kriske, founder of Machines for
Freedom, a women's bike clothing company, says you'll feel like a VIP as you cruise past crowds on your two-wheeler and make your way to the Griffith Observatory, where you'll find 360-degree views of Los Angeles. Keep climbing or cruise back to the bike path - there are plenty of ways to ride in the park. When you're
done, you should stop at Spoke Bicycle Cafe right off the bike path for their breakfast sandwich and home fries-I'm obsessed, says Kriske. Find the most scenic getaway in your state. SWKrullImaging/Getty ImagesMore InfoColorado has endless options for places to cycle around, and an additional altitude challenge as
well. This out-and-behind gem, located in Littleton, has several options if you want to go far or keep it short. It is recommended by Deanna McCurdy, triathlete and ambassador for Pearl Izumi and Honey Stinger, who says the lower altitude and low grade make the course a good option for beginners. (Keep in mind, it can
get crowded!) You'll cycle along the South Platte River and probably spot wildlife such as sheep, deer, trout and even mountain lions, bears and rattlesnakes. Waterton Canyon Trailhead is also the starting point for the 567-mile Colorado Trail, so if you're looking for more adventures in the Rocky Mountains, veer off on
that single track. If you're looking for stunning views, check out the American bike lanes with the best scenery. Ryhor Bruyeu / EyeEm/Getty ImagesThis accessible mountain bike terrain, complete with beginner trails, is right next to the Norbrook Farm Brewery, so you can enjoy a cold drink after riding. Andrea Theon,
graphic designer for GT bikes, likes to go here to a bit of a natural descent. I enjoy riding here because the trails spill into the same area, making it feel like a bike park without the elevator access, she says. After cycling, check out the most charming small town in each state. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoY travels around
marches, dunes and forest areas on this 3.2-mile, flat and fast path in Cape Henlopen Park along the Atlantic Ocean. Keep an eye out for sea eagles, ospreys, or migrating waterfowl. Along the route, you'll also see World War II watchtowers, which you'll climb (without your bike) for panoramic views of Delaware's
beaches. Discover the best beach in every state. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoRide across the Florida Everglades on more than 40 miles of dirt road in this wildly filled park in Boyton Beach, home to deer and birds. Liv Cycling ambassador, Damaris Barrios, recommends this area for all levels and suggests heading early
in the day with lots of liquids to stay hydrated in the southern sun. Here are the best state parks to visit in any state. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoIf you're new to mountain biking, check out the Mosquito Flats trail in this singletrack system, located a short drive from Atlanta. It's another mccurdy favorite. If you're ready to
move on, check out Dwelling Loop, which stretches for 3.8 miles and offers a sweet view of Lake Allatoona. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoOn the island of Kaui you will find a bike path with many beach views that will make you feel calm. The name translates to The Path that Goes By Coast, and, as you might guess, the
seven mile path embraces the coastline. Currently, two sections (Lydgate Park to Wailua Beach Park and Kapa'a to Ahihi Point) have a two-mile gap between them, but you continue on the road to make it one drive - be careful with cars. Start early enough and you'll witness an incredible sunrise to make it even more
beautiful. Instead of trying to figure out how to transport your bike, rent one at Hele at Kauai Bike Rentals. Discover 11 things you need to know before booking your vacation in Hawaii. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoThis gravel path extends from sawtooth National Recreation Area headquarters to Galena Lodge in Ketchum
and covers 18 miles one-way. The easy-to-drive route offers beautiful green scenery and has many access points. Liv Cycling's ambassador, Karoline Droege, suggests stopping for lunch at Galena Lodge, but mentions those last six miles to your meal are the toughest, thanks to a decent climb. So get ready to work for
it. via tripadvisor.comDescribe the full 45 miles, one way, on the Tunnel Hill State Trail or make your trip a little shorter with an earlier turnaround all along the path. Stop at Cache River State Natural Area - a hotspot for wildlife-loving people, as it's home to more than 100 endangered species. Along the course, climb hills
and weave through dark tunnels as you walk past seven cities. Read more about a teacher who bought bikes for her entire school. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoThe longest bike path in Indiana, Cardinal Greenway spans 62 miles, passing through the small towns of Marian, Gas City, Jonesboro, Gaston, Muncie,



Blountsville, Losantville, Economy, Williamsburg, Webster and Richmond- all good places to explore. Over the course of the miles you'll see wildflowers, bridges, tunnels, general shops and places to grab a bite or a drink. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoFamous for its 130-metre high High Trestle bridge - complete with a art
installation with blue LED lights and a few vantage points - this bike path brings in many visitors. Along the route, you'll cycle through five cities, with options to stop at coffee shops, food trucks, ice cream parlors and more along the way. Discover 14 of America's lesser-known bridges. via tripadvisor.com Lake InfoGet
provided a 52-mile glimpse of pure Kansas on this trail, which also connects to the Flint Hills Nature Trail to the north and the Southwind Rail Trail to the south. With a mix of tree coverings and open spaces ahead, you'll also roll past streams, farms and towns. If you want to stop for lunch or choose a place to explore,
there are many communities along the route. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoThe longest, multi-use paved trail in Kentucky, Legacy Trail opened in 2010 and now has many top reviews. Easily reached from Lexington, it will soon span 12 miles, with art installations, lessons on local history and green, park-filled landscapes
to enjoy as you drive. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoConverted from the Illinois Central Railroad, this 31-mile trail is located north of New Orleans. The Trace offers a lot of Louisiana culture just off the route, passing through the cities of Covington, Abita Springs, Mandeville and Lacombe. You'll get parks, wetlands, oak
trees and pines, historic landmarks and interesting places to explore, such as the Abita Mystery House. Turn to Fontainebleau State Park for more trails, campsites, boating and swimming. On your way to Covington you drive over the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway, one of the longest bridges in the world. via
tripadvisorMore InfoYje will transverse dirt, gravel and sand on the Eastern Trail (part of the East Coast Greenway) that spans more than 20 miles along maine's southern coast from Bug Light to Kennebunk. Complete with lots of New England vibes and even sights of a lighthouse, Steve Lyons, director of the Maine
Office of Tourism, says the best views are through the Scarborough Marsh, where you can spot kayakers and shorebirds. Looking for more adventure? Try one of these 13 best bike rides around the country. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoU actually hit a few states on the GAP trail, if you want to complete the whole thing
(that's 150 miles!). It connects Cumberland, Maryland with Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Although the path is largely flat, you can take a quick ride or travel many kilometers. There are two main spots on the Maryland route: crossing the Mason-Dixon Line, the original border between Maryland and Pennsylvania, and
crossing the Eastern Continental Divide, where the continental plates meet and the Atlantic Coast and gulf of Mexico split-it's also the highest point on the trail, reaching nearly 2,400 feet above sea level. tripadvisor.comMore InfoCycle along the Cheshire Reservoir and hoosic river as you ride the Ashuwillticook Rail Trail,
which the cities of Cheshire, Lanesborough and Adams in western Massachusetts. You have plenty of room to roam A 10-foot-wide path that covers just under 13 miles - a perfect distance for an out-and-back ride. David Prahl/EyeEm/Getty ImagesMore InfoThe Leelanau TART Trail covers 17 miles along forests,
farmland, lakes, ponds and even vineyards, where you'll jump off your bike to enjoy a vino just a few miles from the trail as you cycle through Leelanau and Grand Traverse Counties. You'll also explore the nearby DeYoung Nature Reserve, a great place to kayak, fish and birdwatch. The Michigan Tourism Board
suggests checking the trail in fall-prime time for scenic sights. Wine lovers will not want to miss these 20 photos of the most beautiful wineries in the world. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoExplore Minneapolis's park system by traveling the Grand Rounds Scenic Byway with a two-wheeler. It's a 51-mile loop throughout the
city, showing you the gems of the urban area. As you drive, you'll see views of the city skyline and water-driven scenes, including those of the Mississippi River, Minnehaha Falls, the Chain of Lakes, and the downtown river. Outdoor enthusiasts will also want to know the best hiking trail in each state. via
tripadvisor.comMore InfoWinding through the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi Hills National Heritage Area, the Tanglefoot Trail covers more than 43 miles. On the trail, take a tour of fields, forests, meadows and wetlands, and some of the state's small towns that stretch from New Albany to
Houston. This trail is also on the Rail Trail Hall of Fame list. Halfpoint/Getty ImagesMore InfoCurt Shelman, the chief operating officer of Chamois Butt'r, reports that this route is a favorite of local cyclists in the Kansas City area. Start on Interurban Road in Ferrelview and follow it to Dearborn for a nearly 17-mile drive from
point to point. The road previously served as a railway line and now offers a smooth, fast day cycling, with water, toilets and small sights along the way. You also want to add these 15 incredible American campsites to your bucket list. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoIt's definitely hard to choose a must-do bike path in
Montana. Home to Glacier National Park, Flathead National Forest and Big Sky Resort (to name a few popular spots), you have countless options for itineraries. A place to add to the list: The Whitefish Trail in the city of Whitefish, a 43-mile route with 14 trailheads where you start cycling. Around every corner you'll see a
new breathtaking landscape, from glassy lakes to green mountains. Discover 15 of the best national park road trips you'll make all year round. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoThe longest path in Nebraska, you could hit nearly 200 miles if you hit the limestone and gravel Cowboy from Norfolk to Valentine spins. Drive the
whole path, from Norfolk to Chadron (that's 321 miles!) and you'll find the rails-to-trails project in the United States. Hop on at one of the 15 communities along the trail, many of which offer camping if you want a multi-day trip. You'll see several bridges along the route, including the 148-foot-tall structure overlooking the
Niobrara River and another that is 595 feet long and 145 feet high as it extends over Long Pine Creek. Education Images/Getty ImagesEventually, you can drive from Pyramid Lake Lake Tahoe in California on the completed 114-mile Tahoe Pyramid Route. But for now, you have five sections to choose from, all ranging in
distance and terrain. For a pure Nevada experience, try the Verdi to Reno/Sparks section (you drive in both directions), taking you through downtown Reno and to the path that lines the Truckee River. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoWhile the entire Granite State Rail Trail spans 120 miles, the Northern Rail Trail is the
longest stretch that runs 58 miles from Boscawen to Lebanon. You stop to eat at various places along this path and even pause to your e-bike with charging points along the way. Dave Topham, New Hampshire Rail Trails Coalition Director, says some people cycle the full 58 miles in a day, but many others choose to
make it a two-day trip, staying overnight in Danbury. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoCheck out rural New Jersey, filled with forests, wetlands, and small towns, along this route, located in Kittatinny Valley State Park. You are likely to catch sight of beautiful birds, considering more than 100 species find a home in the country
near the path. As a small reward for driving all day: Stop at the Milk Street Distillery, located in a building that is 125 years old and close to the path. You'll also want to see the most scenic rides in America. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoHead to the Santa Fe National Forest for this ride, with nine miles of moderately difficult
mountain biking. Take a shuttle to the top (up to about 11,000 feet, so be prepared for altitude) and enjoy the ride back down. Expect a creek crossing, stunning mountain views and tree-lined trails. via tripadvisorMore InfoSure, you could drive around New York City's Central Park or along the Westside Highway along the
Hudson River on the boardwalk. But about six hours north, in Buffalo, you'll find a 15-mile route that Liv Cycling's ambassador, Jenn Kowalik, highly recommends. Start in South Park around the Buffalo and Erie County Botanical Gardens, where you'll enjoy stunning views of the Olmstead Parks Conservancy. Connect
via Ridge Road to drive along Fuhrman Boulevard along lake Erie's waterfront. All in all, it makes for a relaxing, casual ride. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoHit the gravel on Sun Valley Road in Dupont Forest, from Guion Farm Trailhead, favourite of Elizabeth Walker, the Liv Racing team manager. Ride Ride As far as you
go, return when you're ready. No matter how far you go, you'll probably experience minimal traffic, gentle climbs and plenty of views of farmland. Looking for camp this season? For a more luxurious experience, check out these cool camping spots. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoTackle the badlands of North Dakota on this
144-mile single-track strip, closed to motorized vehicles. Choose from eight segments to drive, with six entry points along the trail and ten campsites if you want to make it a multi-day trip. Wherever you turn, you get a beautiful, unique view of nature. Just plan your trip in advance, as some parts of the path can make for
difficult rides. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoTechnically, you hit all three major ohio cities- Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati - on this track, but given it's 326 miles one way from Cincinnati to Cleveland, you might want to choose a section of it for your weekend ride. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoRide the Red, Blue,
Yellow or Pink trail in the Turkey Mountain Urban Wilderness Area, each varying in distance and difficulty. You also test the 25 miles of unmarked trails in the park. Located just ten minutes from downtown Tulsa, you'll have views of a pond, the Arkansas River, and fun twists to look forward to as you drive. Not ready to
go public? See the best virtual tours you'll take. Education Images/Getty ImagesMore InfoBend is an outdoor adventurer's dream come true and this ride, proposed by Serena Bishop Gordon, a professional mountain biker and cyclocross athlete with Liv, gives you a taste of why that's true. Traveling along a 13-mile path
and back grid, you'll see stunning views of the Cascade Mountains, with little traffic around you. You'll also see the three-sisters volcanic peaks (shown) and the Skyline Forest. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoYou have 165 miles to explore Pennsylvania, from Wilkes Barre to Philadelphia on the gravelly D&amp;L Rail Trail.
Jump on each trailhead, each a few miles apart. One suggestion: the charming town of Jim Thorpe, nestled in the Leigh Gorge, where you can park, eat and hop on the route. You'll drive along the Delaware and Lehigh Rivers through most of the path, including past cities like New Hope and Washington Crossing, where
Liv Ambassador Jessica Nankman says you'll watch a re-enactment of George Washington's revolutionary war in December. via tripadvisor.comMore Info Get a little history on this route, which stretches from Worcester, Massachusetts, to Providence. It stretches along the Blackstone River, also known as the birthplace
of the American Industrial Revolution and home to some of the first mills on water. You drive the Blackstone River Valley National Park on the 48-mile Blackstone River Bikeway where you ride your bike trees and near wildlife such as hawks, turtles, frogs and fish. via tripadvisor.comMore Info Whether you're a beginner
or advanced rider, you'll enjoy the Prisma Swamp Rabbit Trail, a 22-mile trail. It flows along the Reedy River and through Greenville, where it passes through Falls on the Reedy, a beautiful green space that's a great place to step off your saddle and explore. Xphi Dech Pha Ti/EyeEm/Getty ImagesMore InfoWeaving
through the Black Hills of South Dakota, Mickelson Trail reaches 109 miles. A railway path, you see railway bridges and rock tunnels running throughout the century. Cycle from north to south and you'll cycle on a descent for more of the ride, making it easier on your legs and giving you a little more freedom to enjoy the
super green and tree-filled scenery. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoOnce you fill your food barbecue and check out Graceland, check out this 10.65-mile point-to-point rail-trail in Memphis, perfect for a fun casual ride. Start in Midtown Memphis and cycle to Shelby Farms Park, where you'll pause for ziplining or kayaking.
Would you like to rent a bike? Book in advance and pick up at Hyde Lake Wheel House. Graceland is the most famous house in Tennessee - discover the most famous house in your state. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoIn the more than 280,000-acre Bend Ranch State Park in West Texas, you'll have plenty (and we mean
plenty) of options for where to cycle. Travel Texas suggests a few trails: Dome Loop, the Fresno-Sauceda Loop, Sauceda to Solitario Loop and the Fresno Divide Loop. River Road, which runs parallel to the Rio Grande River is also popular for cyclists. Whatever you choose, you'll see a beautiful, vast desert landscape
with cool rock formations. Try to stay overnight to experience some great stargazing. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoU hop on the Park City Town Loop from almost anywhere in the city, but a good place to start is Kimball Junction. Take the long road to conquer about 15 miles, or cut it in half by turning right on Old Ranch
Road. A favorite of Christian Schauf, founder of gear brand, Uncharted Supply Company, it's a great road ride, with beautiful mountains and rolling hills as a backdrop. Don't forget to grab yourself a celebratory beer in the city afterwards. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoLiv mountain bike athlete, Riley Miller sets the perfect
route for signature, picturesque views of Vermont: Start at the Village Sport Shop Trailside and travel north on Darling Hill Road. Cross Burke Green Road and turn right onto White School Road, which follows you to the end. Turn right on Route 114 and turn left on Pinkham Road shortly afterwards. Follow to the end and
turn right on Mountain Road. Follow Mountain Road to the city, where Miller proposes to for ice and a river swim. Then continue on East Darling Hill road out of town, turn left on Hill Road back to the Trailside store. Finish with a meal at the Wildflower Inn. Along the way, spot dairy farms, maples, blackberry spots, historic
buildings, and views of Burke Mountain - all you want from a ride in this beautiful state. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoA beginner-friendly bike route, the Virginia Creeper Trail (another converted train route) in Damascus, offers shuttle services for those who want to ride in one way without having to return. According to the
tourist office, many people take the shuttle to Whitetop Station, so they can usually cycle downhill on their return journey. As for sights as you spin, you'll see farms, rolling hills, and Whitetop Laurel Creek. via tripadvisor.comMore InfoYou get to touch ground in Olympic National Park on this 126-mile trail from Port
Townsend to the Pacific Ocean. Most of the path is paved, but Christina Pivarnik of the Washington Tourism Alliance says parts that aren't will still be easy to travel on a road bike. You'll cross through farmlands, lavender fields and wooded areas and spy water nearby, too. via tripadvisor.comMore infoLocated at
Snowshoe Mountain's Bike Park, Skyline Trail is one of 40 descents to choose from on the mountain. This intermediate option, a top recommendation from the West Virginia Tourism Office, features a route that weaves in and out of trees, and a long, fast section that descends right under the chairlift. You'll also cross a
creek and take some quick turns on your way to the bottom. Snowshoe is one of the many resorts that makes a great off-season holiday destination. Jonathan Kirn/Getty ImagesMore InfoRyan Birkicht, senior communications manager at Mongoose, loves Quarry Ridge so much that he rides it two to three times a week. If
you're new to hitting the trails on a two-wheeler, you'll love the green beginner loop as you pedal over tree roots and rock gardens. If you've been riding dirt for years, you'll also have options to add more technical and even jumps to your day. Thanks to the Bureau of Land ManagementMore InfoA got nearly 50 percent of
this state's public lands, so cycling options are almost endless. A place for novice and intermediate mountain bikers is the Johnny Behind the Rocks Trail System, with 12 miles of trails. The Wyoming tourism board says Johnny Draw to Red Ridge is a striking dirt option, covering four miles through pinion pines and
juniper trees. Best of all, it offers stunning views of the Wyoming Rockies. Originally published as October 03, 2020 2020
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